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Welcome

Welcome to the Open College of the Arts and to your Open Foundation in Drawing for Textile 

art, design and fashion.

About The Open College of the Arts (OCA)
OCA is a leading provider of flexible, open learning courses, a thriving educational charity, and 

part of the University for the Creative Arts (UCA).

Founded in 1987 by Michael Young, Lord Young of Dartington, OCA’s charitable purpose is 

to widen participation in arts education. We achieve this through embedding our values of 

openness and flexibility into how our courses are designed, structured and taught. This means 

producing high quality learning materials that are open and flexible enough for all students 

to have meaningful learning experiences, and a teaching model that allows you to work 

flexibly, where and when you want. Supporting this approach are tutors, who are experienced 

educators and creative practitioners, also working flexibly, and at a distance.

UCA are a leading specialist arts institution that have validated the educational quality of OCA 

courses for many years. While your foundation course is not currently validated, UCA are still 

involved in ensuring the quality of the support you receive.

About your Open Foundation course
OCA’s Open Foundations courses are designed for students who want to develop their skills 

and understanding before embarking onto higher education (HE) study, but they can also be 

studied as interesting courses in their own right. 

The idea of the Foundation course has a long history in art colleges, from their development 

at the Bauhaus in 1920s Germany and 1940s USA, to the ‘Basic Design Course’ within UK art 

colleges from the 1950s onwards. In line with this tradition, OCA’s Open Foundation aims to 

provide a broad introduction to creative disciplines through which you can make informed 

decisions about your creative direction, build your confidence, and familiarise yourself with the 

study skills needed to progress. 

The Foundation is a pre-degree course that equates to HE Level 3. It encourages you to take an 

exploratory approach to how you develop, and test your skills, knowledge and understanding 

to an introductory level, as well as providing a diagnostic experience that allows you to test 

out a range of different ways of working. It has been designed to be an achievable course for 

those new to the subject, but equally should be challenging enough to make the experience 

meaningful to you. 

This course is designed as an introduction to drawing for textiles and contemporary drawing 

practice more broadly. You will be introduced to expressive, gestural methods alongside more 

traditional, representational approaches, in order to provide you with a broad visual vocabulary 

of techniques. The course authors hope to encourage an experimental curiosity and an 

open-minded playfulness in your approach to drawing, grounded by a solid base of skills and 

theoretical knowledge.
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Course aims
 

• Introduce a range of media, techniques and approaches relevant to drawing practice.

• Develop the required observational and motor skills used in drawing.

• Encourage an experimental approach in order to develop your own creative path.

• See your work in the broader context of contemporary practice.

Learning outcomes

On successful completion of this course, you will:

• demonstrate a greater understanding of the possibilities of drawing

• show inventiveness and creativity

• display an awareness of contemporary approaches to drawing

• have gained an understanding of where drawing sits in the wider creative process

• have more confidence in your potential as an artist, designer or maker

• show an improved ability in looking at and interpreting what you see

• be able to demonstrate more mastery of in your take a more mastered approach to drawing 

media and materials

• be in a better position to decide on the nature and direction of your future studies

By the end of the course your tutor will help you judge whether you have gained sufficient skills 

and enough confidence to go on to further study at HE level with OCA, or elsewhere, and be 

able to decide on the nature and direction of your studies or practice.

Course structure

Drawing is a tool that allows us to enhance, exaggerate and imagine, as well as record, study 

and document a subject more faithfully. Drawing enables us to capture and personalise the 

world around us, by allowing us to deconstruct, select and visually edit it. Different drawing 

tools, media and materials form the visual vocabulary which we can apply in a vast range of 

ways to compose and craft drawings that demonstrate our unique world view.

Through the course you will be guided to experiment with various drawing approaches, 

developing an eye for composition and honing your crafting skills. The exercises aim to broaden 

your idea of what drawing can be, and what constitutes a ‘successful’ drawing. 

This course is divided into five parts, each of which addresses a different approach to drawing 

for textiles. Within each part are between two and five topics that break the subject down into 

focused projects.The course should take about a year to complete if you spend around eight 

hours each week on it.
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Part One: Line and Image

Line drawing is highly versatile technique encompassing precise and accurate methods as 

well as more gestural and playful techniques. You’ll explore ways to draw objects, as well as 

experimenting with ways to translate non-visual information into lines and marks.

Part Two: Surface and Tactility

Textiles is an inherently tactile subject, so this section explores ways to draw from and with 

texture. You’ll be introduced to a range of drawing media and techniques, from more formal, 

traditional approaches to expressive methods, such as creating your own drawing tools.

Part Three: Objects and Spaces

Observational drawing assists the practitioner in rendering accurate depictions on paper, 

communicate ideas and encourages skilled and purposeful looking. You’ll be introduced to the 

various methods and guided to create your own observational drawings.

Part Four: Drape and Silhouette

You’ll focus solely on drawing fabrics in this section, capturing the pattern and texture of 

textiles as they are draped, bundled and worn on the body.

Part Five: Movement and Sound

To highlight the diversity of drawing, this part of the course focuses on capturing the ethereal 

elements of movement and sound. The resulting work will be abstract, possibly very large and 

transient in nature.

Supporting material: presentation advice

This part of the course provides advice on presenting your work for interview. This is an 

optional extra and won’t be sent to your tutor for feedback.
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Getting started

This section introduces you to studying at OCA and helps you get started by undertaking a 

series of seven short exercises. These are designed to help you establish a learning log, set up 

your working space, and study schedule. They also prepare you for your initial contact with your 

tutor and to say hello to fellow students. You should be able to work through these reasonably 

quickly, and the time invested will help you throughout your studies. 

As a distance learning student you receive learning materials that take you through the 

content of the Foundation. These have been developed by experienced academics and 

creative practitioners in collaboration with OCA. Your materials provide case studies and visual 

examples, links to resources and suggested research, and are typically structured into five parts 

covering a number of different topics. 

Each part contains a range of research tasks, exercises, and projects that encourages you to 

undertake your own research, make work, and reflect on your progress. You will work through 

one part at a time, undertaking any tasks and documenting your work as you go in your 

learning log. Once you complete a given part, you will submit a selection of your work and your 

learning log to your tutor, who will review it and provide you with feedback. 

Alongside providing learning materials and access to a tutor, OCA supports your learning by 

providing additional resources and opportunities to talk to fellow students on our discuss 

forums. 

Research task: The role of the tutor
You can find out more about the role of your tutor through watching this short video: [https://

vimeo.com/180282269]

Getting feedback
Tutor feedback can be written or verbal (provided online through Google Meet or by telephone 

with brief notes), depending on what you would rather receive. Tutor feedback will be timely, 

well-grounded, constructive, and challenging. It will reflect on the work you have produced, 

and provide pointers on how you can improve. 

Tip: Reflecting on your feedback 
It’s really useful for you to reflect on this feedback in your learning log, identifying what you feel 

are the key themes and areas for development. This will help provide a better understanding 

of what you are taking from your feedback, and help you develop a reflective approach to your 

studies. If you are using a public facing blog, and want to quote from the feedback, please refer 

to ‘your tutor’ rather than by naming them personally. 

Research task: Accessing OCA’s student website

The OCA student site [www.oca-student.com] will be a key resource for you during your studies 

with OCA, so take some time to familiarise yourself with it. Log onto the OCA student website 

and find the video guide to using the website. Watch the video and take some notes in your 

learning log.
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Exercise 1: What do you want/need to gain from the Open Foundation?
As a Foundation, the course aims to introduce you to some of the main ideas and practices 

of your creative discipline. You may already be bringing some skills, knowledge and 

understanding with you, based on previous experiences or other courses. Equally you may be 

aware of gaps in your knowledge that you want to develop, or areas you are keen to explore for 

the first time. 

To help support your learning it’s useful for your tutor to get a sense of your own creative 

background, your expectations of the Foundation and any other information you‘d like to share. 

To help you think about this, respond to the following two questions that ask what you want 

and what you might need from the course. Write a short paragraph or around 5 bullet points for 

each question.

Write down the key things you would like to gain from doing the Open Foundation course. 

These might be based on what’s motivating you to study - for example, a desire to progress into 

higher education, wanting to develop your work, a love of your subject, or wishing to engage 

with other creative practitioners. In other words, what do you want to gain from the course?

Write down the key things you feel might need to develop to gain these things. These might 

be practical considerations, such as developing your IT skills, thoughts on how you adapt to 

flexible learning, or other areas you feel you need to develop.

Documenting your work
As an OCA student you need to keep a learning log as a way of documenting your creative 

responses to this course, your reflections on your progress, and as a way of sharing your work 

with your tutor. 

A learning log should be a summary of your creative process, documenting the various stages 

you have gone through, with visual examples, and a brief narrative explaining or reflecting on 

your creative process and outcomes. It is helpful if your learning log makes reference to each 

part of the course including any exercise titles or research tasks. 

Some OCA students choose to keep their learning log as an online blog, a notebook or a 

combination of these. One advantage of using a blog is that it allows your tutor to follow your 

work as it develops and makes sharing your work simple, especially if you have a lot of digital 

elements. You may also find it useful to have notebooks as well as a blog. For example, to take 

notes at gallery visits so things are fresh in your mind, but then allows you to type up your 

notes and add any photos onto your blog afterwards. Some students use their mobile phones 

to flick through sketchbooks to add to their blogs, rather than posting them.

You may find that you start out using one method but feel you may prefer the other. Don’t 

worry this is perfectly normal and all part of your learning journey - simply let your tutor know 

which method works best for you.

Tip: Summarising your learning
Whatever form of learning log you decide to use, get into the habit of going through what 

you’ve produced and summarising your key learning for your tutor. See this summary as a 
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signpost to your learning, so you’re pointing out key moments or blog posts. This will save them 

having to read, watch, or listen to your entire log to find out what’s been important to you. It 

also encourages you to be more reflective in your approach.

Research task: Looking at learning logs
There are many blog posts on weareoca.com about learning logs. Do some research to see how 

other students have approached theirs. https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log

Exercise 2: Setting up your learning log
If you want to set up your learning log as an online blog follow these steps and use the OCA 

blog template to help you get started:

https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/study-guide/oca-wordpress-blog-template

If you’re not using a blog, establish how you might use folders, sketchbooks, or a digital file as 

your learning log.

You can find more guides on the OCA student website on Introducing Learning logs and 

Keeping an Online Blog.

https://www.oca-student.com/

Researching
Throughout the Foundation you will be asked to undertake research into the work of other 

creative practitioners. Creative practitioners could be those currently involved in your subject 

area, famous or historic practitioners, or more generally, those artists, designers, musicians, 

filmmakers or writers that help to inform your creative approach. Some of the time this will 

involve looking at people’s work, reading about their practice, or delving into theories and 

debates surrounding your discipline by reading articles or books. You can do this by searching 

online or via any local library you have access to. Some key texts will be provided by OCA. 

Get into the habit of referencing any research you undertake in your learning log by clearly 

naming the artist, designer, or writer; the name of the work cited and when it was produced; 

and where you accessed the resource - from a website (citing a URL or web address), a book 

(citing the author, date, title and publisher), or from an exhibition (citing title, gallery, and 

dates), etc. University students often use the Harvard system for doing academic references, as 

outlined in this resource: https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/academic-referencing

It is good practice to regularly use Harvard, especially if you intend to study at HE. Use your 

Foundation to help develop your referencing skills.

Exercise 3: Analysing and reflecting  
This exercise is designed to introduce the idea of analysing and reflecting on the work of others, 

and to give you some material for your first learning log entry or blogpost. It shouldn’t take 

long to complete. 

Here’s a selection of creative practitioners that you will encounter during this foundation. 

1. Choose one of these names and find a piece of work they’ve produced.

Remember to reference the works you have chosen, so it’s clear what you looking at, who made 

it, and when. 
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2. Pick one of the pieces and briefly describe it.

Consider its appearance by looking at it and trying to describe what you see. What are the 

different elements within the work and how do these elements work together. What do you 

think the work is trying to communicate? Imagine you’re describing the work to somebody over 

the telephone. Try to do this in no more than 50 words.

Technically, what you’re doing here is analysing the formal visual language of an image. This 

is known as visual research or, sometimes visual analysis. Writing can be a useful tool in visual 

analysis, but you can also annotate images with notes.

3. Using the same piece, briefly write about how you relate to this work.

Do you like it or hate it, find it intriguing, influential or outdated, and if so, why? Does the work 

connect to wider ideas or other creative practitioners? In other words, what’s your opinion on 

this work. Again, try to do this in no more than 50 words.

What you’re doing here is being reflective by considering your own relationship to the work, 

as well as contextualising their work by thinking about how it might connect to wider ideas 

or practices in some way. Don’t worry about ‘getting it wrong’ or ‘missing the point’. Perhaps 

your reflection raises more questions than answers. Remember that in the arts there are no 

definitively right or wrong answers, just different opinions – some more authoritative than 

others.

4. Use the text you’ve generated to create your first blog post or learning log entry. 

Finally, you may want to be self-reflective by considering your experience of doing the exercise. 

Did you find this an easy or difficult task? Did it raise any interesting issues or areas you want to 

develop further? Write a sentence or two picking up on any points in your learning log.

Managing your time
Your Foundation course requires around 400 learning hours and can be undertaken flexibly, 

depending on how quickly you want to learn. You have a maximum of two years to complete 

these learning hours. Your timeframe will depend on how much time you can commit to study, 

so it’s good to be realistic about what is manageable for you and your tutor. During the course 

your tutor will suggest dates by which your next part of the course is due. These deadlines can 

be renegotiated if needed in discussion with your tutor, so long as they fit within the overall 

maximum time frame for the course.

Allocating regular time for your studies will help you balance your course work with the rest of 

your life. Depending on your circumstances, you might allocate time in different ways - a day 

a week, an hour a day, larger blocks of time such as weekends or holidays, or a combination of 

approaches. It’s important to be realistic about what you can achieve. For example, don’t try to 

undertake the course quickly if you work full-time or are juggling other commitments. You’ll 

end up seeing the course as ‘another thing to do’ which won’t be useful for your motivation or 

creativity. It’s much better to give yourself a realistic timeframe so you can enjoy the challenge 

of your studies.
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Tip: Pomodoro technique
The Pomodoro references the popular tomato-shaped food timer. Developed by Francesco 

Cirillo as a technique to help manage working time, the technique simply structures your focus 

on a task into 25 minute blocks with short breaks in-between. In other words:

1. Identify the task to be done. For example, doing a drawing or reading a text

2. Set a timer for 20-25 minutes (it doesn’t have to be a Pomodoro!)

3. Work on the task

4. When the timer goes, have a short break. 

5. Then set the timer and start again. After more than four cycles, take a longer break

It can help with concentration and focus, and helps to see what can be achieved in a short 

period of time. 

Research task: Study tips
WeAreOCA have a regular blog thread focusing on study tips and hearing from students’ 

experiences of studying. Visit the blog and read through some of the posts: https://weareoca.

com/category/students/study-tips/

Tip: Additional support
Remember that if you have difficulty with any of your deadlines please get in touch with your 

tutor. They can discuss how quickly you want to work and set a suggested deadline during your 

Google Meet/phone conversation. 

Additional support is available from the OCA Head Office in the form of Course Support, 

Student Services and Learner Support. You can email Course Support [coursesupport@

oca.ac.uk] for answers to course content or subject related questions. Student Services 

[studentadvice@oca.ac.uk] if you have queries around study resources, time frames, finance and 

funding, or any general enquiries. Or contact Learner Support [learnersupport@oca.ac.uk] if any 

personal or health issues begin to impact on your ability to study.

Exercise 4: Managing your time 

Ask yourself the following questions?

• How much time you can allocate to your studies each week?

• What is my most/least productive time of the day?

• How well do I manage time?

If your Foundation course requires around 400 hours learning, you can break this down 

further by allocating 80 hours for each part of the course. Within each part you might want to 

subdivide your 80 hours by the number of topics, exercises or other tasks. Look at the contents 

page of this course to see how many there are. This should give you a rough idea of how long 

you need to spend on activities. Of course, it’s hard to know how long things take until you’ve 

done them. Perhaps use this Getting Started section as a benchmark - how long will it take you 

to get through all of the exercises? Make a note in your learning log.

Once you have answered these questions, make a rough weekly study plan that is realistic and 
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you can stick to. This will help you meet your deadlines you set with your tutor, share this plan 

when you introduce yourself to your tutor, and make a note in your learning log, so you can 

refer back to it later on.

Resources you may need

In order to study you will also need some basic resources. These will differ depending on what 

you’re studying. At a basic level you will need drawing and writing tools, paper, sketchbooks, 

and access to libraries or digital resources. Think about what other materials, tools, or other 

resources you might need, as well as any specialist subject-related equipment. Here’s a general 

list of what you may need for this specific course unit:

General equipment list

• A3 sketchbook (see ‘Sketchbook’ section below)

• Sheets of A2, A3 and A4 cartridge paper (see ‘Paper sizes’ section below)

• A2 hardback card portfolio for posting work to your tutor (a simple card folio as opposed to 

a formal folio that you’d take to interviews)

• Masking tape

• Graphite pencils (2B to 8B)

• Graphite stick

• Selection of black pens: biros, fibre tips, fineliners, brush pens, etc.

• Willow and compressed charcoal sticks

• Various kinds of eraser

• Fixative spray

• Dip pen

• Water-soluble ink (black and white)

• Gluestick

• PVA glue

• Craft knife and cutting board

• Small and large scissors

• Smooth wall space

Paper sizes

Paper is sold in various “A” size papers. You’ll mainly be working on A3 and A2 paper but you 

may also be directed to work on other sizes. The dimensions of the “A” size papers are:

• A0 841 x 1189 mm

• A1 594 x 841 mm

• A2 420 x 594 mm

• A3 297 x 420 mm

• A4 210 x 297 mm

• A5 148 x 210 mm

• A6 105 x 148 mm

There are a couple of exercises in which you will be asked to work at a larger scale (mainly in 

Part Five). For these drawings, you can use A1 sheets or a roll of lining wallpaper.
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Computer and software resources

Some courses require the use of specialist software, so along with a computer, you will also 

need to download and install these applications. Where possible we have highlighted ‘freeware’ 

options, that are available free of charge, as well as industry standard software you may want to 

purchase. 

Here is a list of digital resources and software you will need:

• A personal computer you have reliable and regular access to, and is equipped with up to 

date software and has this operating system installed.

• Google Drive, which is a free service provided by Google. It is an online file sharing system 

based on the cloud, so you can access it from anywhere. You will be expected to upload files 

from your computer and share them with your tutor, and submit documents for assessment 

using Google Drive.

• Google mail, this service hosts all OCA email address as a free service through Gmail. 

Personal email addresses should not be used for OCA studies.

• Online learning logs, are required for the update of supporting studies by the OCA as 

a distance learning institution. The OCA recommend Wordpress, however any online 

blogging platform may be used.

Tip: Student discounts on software
All students enrolled with OCA are encouraged to register for an NUS card. The card entitles you 

to discounts on thousands of products including software and apps.

Sketchbooks

Throughout the course you will be guided to work on sheets of paper and in a sketchbook. 

The drawings produced on separate sheets will form your portfolio of drawings, whereas the 

sketchbook is the place where you explore your ideas and test media and techniques. To your 

tutor and interviewers at degree courses, the sketchbook will show your working methods, 

problem solving and exploration of the techniques.

 

A sketchbook is an important tool in the creative process. It provides a place to test, think and 

explore your ideas visually, getting them out of your head and on to paper where they can be 

evaluated more objectively. Whereas your portfolio of drawings should be clean and carefully 

presented for interview, your sketchbook should look like a well-used working document. 

As such, try not to control the aesthetic of the sketchbook by presenting the information on 

the page. For example, avoid large titles or decorating the pages. Try to work directly on to 

the pages and avoid sticking separate paper in unless relevant (e.g. when exploring collage 

or if you want to include photos of larger drawings). Use the pages to explore your ideas and 

to test media and drawing techniques, supported by a visually discrete note of the exercise 

number, the date and brief evaluative notes about the ideas you’re visualising. Essentially, the 

sketchbook is visual notebook, a place to have a conversation with yourself when thinking 

through various possibilities. It may be bit messy in parts (full of quick sketches, notes, diagrams 

and media tests) but that’s the point. The sketchbook should feel organic, natural and authentic 

to work in and to look at. It’s a tool, not an outcome.
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Alongside drawings and media tests, we expect to see quick notes and thoughts jotted 

down. These notes might be evaluations of what you’ve drawn – maybe the drawing didn’t 

go to plan but something interesting has happened and you want to make a note of this for 

future reference. Equally, the notes might be technical– for example, in Part Three you’ll be 

colour mixing with gouache and will need to make a note of the names and quantities of the 

paints you’re mixing. The word ‘discrete’ was used above to describe the notes you make. The 

sketchbook should be primarily visual, so try to make any notes ‘visually discrete’, so that the 

drawings remain the dominant element on the page. (If the writing is too large or heavy, it 

can distract from the drawings.) A sharp 4H pencil or a mid-grey fineliner are good tools for 

creating notes which don’t ‘shout out’ from the page. The notes you make should be brief, like 

bullet points. Even though your tutor will look at your sketchbook, you’re writing these notes to 

yourself, so don’t feel the need to write in sentences.

For this course, buy a new A3 sketchbook, either stitch-bound or spiral-bound. (Avoid 

perforated pages, as these start to detach quite quickly.) Alternatively, you can choose to 

work on separate A3 pages, which you join together with a clip, but please keep the pages in 

chronological order and keep all pages, even those you don’t like. Because the sketchbook is a 

tool and a working document, we expect to see tests that went wrong. If you aren’t happy with 

something, make brief, visually-discrete notes about what you don’t like or why it didn’t work, 

and move on. You might even decide you like the drawing at a later date.

Your working space
Finding a space to study is important. You will need a space to make your work, be it the 

kitchen table, a spare room or an existing studio space, a space to work on your learning log or 

work digitally, so you will need access to a computer, and space to read and reflect which could 

be much more flexible and also slot into other times, for example reading on the train on the 

way to work.

Exercise 5: Setting up your space 

Prepare a list of the equipment and other resources you might need. What do you currently 

have and what might you need? Don’t worry if you don’t have everything now, there’s plenty of 

time to build your resources as you progress through the course. If you’re not sure of what you 

need, then prepare a list of questions to ask your tutor. 

Now, choose a space, or spaces, where you will do most of your study, and prepare it so it’s an 

environment you will enjoy working in and you are able to store your equipment and resources. 

Try not to feel limited by the spaces or resources you have available at the moment, creativity 

can flourish anywhere! There’s plenty of time during the course to develop how you work and 

the tools you may need.

Research task: OCASA
OCA’s Student Association (OCASA) [www.ocasa.org.uk] is also available to you as a student. 

One of their activities is organising joint study visits with OCA tutors. Visit https://weareoca.

com/category/study-visits/ to see any study visits you would like to attend, either virtually or in 

person.
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Exercise 6: Say hello to your fellow students
It’s worth remembering that while you’re in your space working, there’s lots of other OCA 

Foundation students doing the same thing. Your fellow students can provide fresh perspectives, 

feedback and encouragement. Get in touch with other OCA students to say hello, and to share 

something about you or your practice. For example, by sharing your online learning log URL 

or just saying hello. You can make contact with them through our OCA discuss site,: [https://

discuss.oca-student.com/]. You’ll find a welcome section here: https://discuss.oca-student.

com/c/welcome-introduce-yourself-here

You can also talk to fellow students through your email group, which you were added to when 

you enrolled. This email group is specific to your course. Its purpose is to make it easier for 

students studying the same course at the same time to talk to one another, upload images 

and critique one another’s work. Through these groups you have access to the experience of 

students who are further along in their studies who can offer advice and guidance and you can 

take comfort in knowing there are others at the same point as, you starting off, who may share 

the same worries or concerns. These course discussion groups utilise ‘Google groups’ to operate. 

Click here https://www.oca-student.com/content/course-discussions-feature-launched for 

more information.

Remember to communicate respectfully and responsibly with other students and OCA staff 

online. If you would like further information listen to this short piece on Netiquette: https://

www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-guide-elements/getting-grips-netiquette

Exercise 7: Say hello to your tutor
For your final exercise, get in touch with your tutor to arrange a 15-20 min conversation using 

Google Meet [https://meet.google.com/] if you have the technology available or over the 

phone. This is an opportunity to say hello to your tutor and put a voice to a name. It’s also 

a chance to discuss how best to schedule your time, document your work, and share it. The 

previous exercises and research tasks will have helped you prepare for this conversation and 

identified any questions you’d like to ask. Use your notes from these exercises as a starting 

point.

You may want to reflect on this conversation in your learning log as a way to identify any key 

points and as a starting point to refer back to later on. 

Finally, you may want to reflect on doing this introduction as a whole. Has it been useful and are 

things we could do differently? Feel free to get in touch with OCA directly or use the forums to 

help us improve our support if you have any ideas.

Starting your Foundation
You should now be ready to start Part One of your Foundation. Don’t worry if you are still 

getting to grips with using your blog, adjusting to this form of learning, or don’t have all the 

resources you need. There’s plenty of time to develop these as you progress. Don’t forget, that 

if you get stuck along the way the plenty of support available from OCA and encouragement 

from your fellow students. 

Enjoy the rest of your studies!
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Foundations

Part One: Line and Image

Image Credit : OCA student Lucy Young
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Introduction

Part One explores the aesthetic and communicative potential of the drawn line. The different 

qualities of lines and marks used in drawings naturally change the overall aesthetic of an image, 

but they also impact on how the viewer interprets it. Lines can be used to depict physical 

characteristics, such as the spatial position or material qualities of an object, but they can also 

communicate intangible qualities, such as emotion and character.

The non-representational drawing methods you’ll be introduced to in Part One provide a 

visual vocabulary which you’ll build on throughout the rest of the course. Through a series of 

exercises, divided into three separate projects, you will develop your observational skills by 

exploring expressive methods of drawing, and capturing form, pattern and texture in ways that 

lend themselves to contemporary textile practice. Your motor skills and hand-eye coordination 

will be honed by exploring how to manipulate drawing tools to create varied visual effects. 

Equally as important as the practical skills is your development of an experimental approach to 

drawing and a broadening conception of what drawing can be.

 

In the earlier exercises, you will be asked to use only black and white media, so your focus is 

purely on the quality of line. (Gather a range of pencils, graphite pencils, black pens, black ink 

and dip pens.) Later in Part One you will introduce colour, so also collect coloured pencils and 

pens.

 

Also gather the following objects:

• Structural forms, such as a whisk, grater, straining spoon (or similar objects with a balance 

of positive and negative space).

• Packaging and printed matter, such as a milk carton, crisp packet, carrier bag, water bottle, 

magazine.

• An object with multiple material or surface qualities (e.g. an object with a wooden handle, 

wire form and plastic joins).

 

The items you’ve been asked to gather are intentionally mundane, everyday items. Drawing has 

the power to elevate the ordinary, to create interest and beauty, and to hone in on interesting 

information within an otherwise boring or commonplace item. Using such items also firmly 

places the focus of the drawing process on the technique, media, tool and the quality of line.

Preparation for drawing
Before you start each exercise, tape the corners of your sheet of paper to a flat surface to 

prevent the paper from moving so you can draw with ease. (Use low-tack masking tape, so that 

the paper isn’t damaged when you remove it, and always carefully remove the tape straight 

after you’ve finished drawing. An alternative to buying low-tack masking tape is to dab the tape 

on your clothes or a cloth, so the tape picks up fluff to reduce the stickiness, before applying it 

to your paper.)

Place the object in front of you as directed in each exercise, ensuring you can view it easily 

when looking up from your paper. Ensure the background is plain and unobtrusive, so your 

focus is wholly on the object. When taping your paper down, consider the proportions of the 

object to decide how to arrange the paper and compose your drawing. For example, if your 
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object is wider than it is tall, tape your paper down in landscape; if your object is taller than it is 

wide, arrange your paper in portrait.

 

For each of the drawings below, times have been suggested, but these may change depending 

on the complexity of the object chosen. If you feel you’re spending too much time on each 

drawing, think about ways to quicken the pace on some drawings, such as not drawing all its 

elements, or just drawing faster and seeing how this affects the aesthetic of the image. If 

you feel you’re going too fast and rushing through the exercises, consider how you can do 

the opposite, either slowing down pace of the drawing, drawing the object in more detail, 

or choosing an object with more visual information. The aim is to get into a rhythm and a 

comfortable pace.
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Topic 1: Expressive Line

Background
A line drawing traces the outer edge of an object with minimal or no shading. The line may also 

travel within the item to explore the contours of the form or depict the detail and decoration 

contained in the silhouette. Line drawing can be used to develop detailed, representational 

drawings but it’s also a great method for creating looser, more fluid and expressive imagery.

 

Many students commence art and design courses with low confidence in drawing as they 

feel drawings have to be representational, almost photorealistic, to be considered ‘good’. But 

contemporary drawing, whether for textiles, illustration or fine art, incorporates a far broader 

interpretation of what a successful drawing looks like. Drawing for textiles needs to capture a 

range of visual information, such as colour, pattern, shape, form, texture and structure, all of 

which can be done using more expressive techniques alongside representational approaches.

 

In this first project, you will explore more expressive ways of drawing, using methods which 

aim to energise your drawing practice. There may also be a sense of disruption initially, as these 

exercises are designed to lessen your control over the depiction of the image, moving away 

from a desire for accuracy.

Exercise 1.1: Warm-up
The ability to adapt a tool to create a range of lines and marks vastly increases the variety of 

aesthetics you can draw, and reduces the need to carry around lots of equipment. Different 

qualities of line create different visual effects, which can be used to communicate different 

aspects of the subject. As an example, the humble pencil is a very versatile tool and can be 

adapted in a number of ways:

Sharpness: A blunt pencil creates a larger and hazier mark, compared to the fine, crisp line 

created when sharpened.

Pressure: A soft ethereal line can be created if the pencil is lightly drawn across the page, 

with darker, more domineering lines created from heavier pressure. Angle: The angle at 

which the tool makes contact with the paper also changes the quality of the line. Holding 

the pencil as you would to write is likely to mean the tip of the pencil connects with the 

page at a slight angle. By holding the pencil like a knife, so the point lies flat against the 

page, a wider, grainier line can be created.

Hold: Consider how and where you hold the tool. A faint, wavering line can be achieved 

by holding the pencil at the very end, which lessens your control over the mark created. A 

harsher mark might be achieved by gripping the pencil with a fist closer to the paper. 

 

To familiarise yourself with the range of lines you can create with a pencil, draw a series of 

lines across a page in your sketchbook, each one with a different quality to the previous 

lines. Draw at least 20 parallel lines with the pencil, adapting the line based on the 

suggestions above. Then explore the different weights of line you can achieve with other 

tools (such as the fineliner, felt tip or graphite pencil) before commencing the drawing 

exercises below.
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Non-dominant hand drawing
To create your first drawings, you are asked to draw with your non-dominant hand. (Your 

non-dominant hand is the one you don’t write with, so if you write with your right hand, your 

non-dominant hand is your left.) This method will feel awkward unless you are ambidextrous. It 

is likely to slow you down as you try to control the movement of your hand, but this will compel 

you to look more carefully at your subject as you draw it.

 

For this first series of drawings, choose one of your structural forms (e.g. a whisk, sieve or 

cheesegrater) to draw (see Fig. 1.2).

As you work your way through the exercises detailed below, consider how the technique makes 

you feel and what you think about the aesthetics they create. Make notes about these intuitive, 

immediate observations so you can refer to them later. 

Fig. 1.2 Image: author’s own. 
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Exercise 1.2: One tool
Place your object in front of you against a plain background, and prepare a piece of A3 

paper in your drawing space (see ‘Before you start’ in the Introduction to the course for 

more details). Use a black fineliner for the first drawing, so you won’t be tempted to rub 

anything out. Take a moment to study your object and consider where to place your 

drawing on the paper. Draw your object using line to depict the object’s shape and key 

details. Don’t add any shading. Spend around 15–20 minutes on this drawing.

 

To decrease the level of control, create a second drawing in which you hold the tool at the 

top end.

Exercise 1.3: Multiple weights of line
Prepare a piece of A2 paper. You’ll be drawing two images of your object on this page, so 

consider where to place them. (Don’t divide the page with a line or draw the objects out, 

just mentally plan where they will be placed.) Choose two drawing tools that will create two 

different qualities of line (i.e. lines which differ in thickness and/or density). This could be a 

pencil and a fineliner, each of which creates lines which have different aesthetic qualities. 

You will use these lines to depict different parts of the object.

 

Study your object and decide which part of the object you will use each tool for. You could 

decide to use one line for the handle and another for the rest of the object. Alternatively, 

you could use the thinner line for delicate areas within your object, like the thin metal 

curves of a balloon whisk, with the heavier line used for chunkier areas. Having made your 

decision, draw your object using your two tools, holding the tool in your non-dominant 

hand.

 

When you have finished, draw the object again but this time swap the tools over, so you’re 

creating an inverted version of your first drawing. Remember to continue to study the 

object when creating this second drawing – don’t just copy the first drawing.  Expect these 

two drawings to take around 20–30 minutes in total.
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Dual lines
These exercises explore methods of creating drawings with multiple lines, using one or more 

hands. These exercises will hone your coordination and ambidexterity, as well as developing 

drawings with varied visual qualities (see Fig. 1.3).

 

For these exercises, choose any of the gathered objects to draw.

Fig. 1.3 157, Claude Heath, Head Drawing, 1995. Ink on paper. The Bridgeman Art Library, 

image no. LMG1144270.

Exercise 1.4: One hand, two tools
Place the chosen object in front of you and prepare a piece of A3 paper. Choose two tools 

that create different weights of line, such as a pen and a pencil. Hold both tools in one 

hand, so both touch the sheet of paper. Test ways to hold the two tools in one hand in your 

sketchbook before starting. You could try holding the tools close to the paper or further 

up. You could also use the non-dominant hand. Choose the most effective method to draw 

your object on your A3 paper for around 10 minutes.
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Exercise 1.5: Two hands, one tool
Prepare a piece of A2 paper and choose a tool you’ve not used so far. Hold the tool with 

both hands, one fist over the other. Draw your object in detail, taking 10–15 minutes. 

Explore this exercise with different tools a few times on the A2 sheet. Draw more quickly for 

some drawings and at a slower, more careful pace in others, to see how the speed affects 

the resulting image. Aim to do four or more drawings on the A2 sheet.

Exercise 1.6: Two hands, two tools
Prepare a piece of A2 paper and choose two tools. They can be the same type of tool (e.g. 

two pencils) or different (e.g. a graphite stick and a pen). Hold one in each hand. You will 

now draw your object using both hands at the same time (see Fig. 1.4). Consider where 

to place your hands: if your hands are nearly touching, the two drawings will overlap to a 

greater extent, compared to if your hands are further apart. Do both hands move in the 

same direction or do they mirror each other? Depending on the level of detail in your 

object, this will take around 15–20 minutes.

Fig. 1.4  Whisk. Image: author’s own.
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Continuous line drawing
A continuous line drawing is one created by an unbroken line which continues uninterrupted 

until the drawing is complete. This method creates drawings that have a lively, gestural quality.

 

For this series of drawings, choose an item of packaging that has coloured text or imagery. As 

before, place it in front of you against a plain background and tape your paper down before 

commencing each drawing. Continue to makes notes of your thoughts about the drawing 

methods as you work through the exercises.

Fig. 1.5  Brie Harrison, sketchbook. www.brieharrison.com

Illustration reproduced with kind permission of the designer.
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Exercise 1.7: Continuous line drawing
Prepare a piece of A2 paper and choose a pen or pencil (or similar tool that creates a 

constant line). Aim to draw your object multiple times on the piece of A2 (see Fig. 1.5). 

Draw your object using a continuous line, depicting both its exterior form and the detail 

contained on the surface of the object. Don’t take your tool off the paper at any point. When 

you’ve finished the drawing, choose a different tool and draw the object again. The most 

obvious starting place for a continuous line drawing is to depict the outer silhouette of the 

object before moving inside this line to depict the detail. How does the drawing change if 

you start the line in the middle of the object and work your way out?

Now use your non-dominant hand to draw with a continuous line. Compare the two 

drawings at the end, considering how the quality of line differs between the two drawings 

and how both approaches affect the depiction of the object. Make notes in a your notebook 

as you go.

Exercise 1.8: Blind continuous line drawing
The exercises so far, though expressive and playful, have asked you to closely study the 

object while drawing it. This exercise requires you to draw the object from memory while 

your eyes are closed, so you can see neither the object nor the paper. This is a great method 

for drawing without the fear of drawing something badly or incorrectly.

 

Prepare a piece of A3 paper and take a few moments to study your object, looking at its 

contours, structure and surface. Choose a pencil or pen and decide where to start the 

drawing, then close your eyes and draw your object from memory with a continuous line. 

Don’t open your eyes or take your tool off the page until you’ve depicted all the information 

you can remember about the object (see Fig. 1.6).

 

Do this exercise a second time using your non-dominant hand.
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Fig. 1.5  Image: author’s own. 
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Exercise 1.9: Introducing colour
For this exercise you can continue to draw the same item of packaging or choose a different 

piece which has more colour. Place it in front of you and prepare a piece of A3 paper. You 

will be drawing two images on this page. Choose two coloured pencils or pens. The colours 

can either match colour seen within your object or be a sympathetic pairing of any two 

colours. Use one colour to depict the outline or structure of the object and the second 

colour to depict any detail or decoration on its surface (such as text, imagery, folds or 

contours). Both colours will be drawn as continuous lines. For the second drawing on the 

A3 paper, swap the colours over (so the colour used for the detail is now used to depict the 

outline, and vice versa).

 

Create a new drawing on a piece of A3 paper, using a third colour, or more. If in the first 

exercise you were using colours which matched your object, consider swapping them 

for different colours to see how this changes the drawing. The continuous nature of the 

drawing will be interrupted by changing pens multiple times and it’s up to you whether you 

want each new colour to connect to the previous colour or to start separately in relation to 

the information it will be depicting (see Fig. 1.7).

Fig. 1.7  Three water bottles. Image: author’s own.
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In a fourth drawing, lightly draw an A5-size frame with a pencil in the centre of a piece of 

A4 paper. Within this frame, draw a section of a piece of printed media or packaging, so it 

completely fills the frame. This zoomed-in composition adds a new challenge in deciding where 

to place the trailing continuous line (see Fig. 1.8).

Fig. 1.7  Three water bottles. Image: author’s own.

Exercise 1.10: Filling with colour
Using the same technique as the last exercise, create five A4 drawings with multiple colours. 

Explore the effect of time on the quality of the drawings, from a few minutes to 30 seconds. 

You could use your dominant or non-dominant hand, with your eyes open or closed.

To develop these drawings, add some solid areas of colour within the lines. You could add 

colour to create an area of flat colour to represent a label or fill the handle of an object. 

Alternatively, you could add flat areas of colour in a way that disrupts the image (see Fig. 

1.9).

By ‘flat’, we mean consistent. It can be hard to create flat colour with pens or pencils, 

compared to painting with gouache, for example. A way of achieving flat colour with pens 

or pencils is to add colour in straight lines from edge to edge of the shape. This may create a 

slight striped effect but it is more consistent than moving back and forth over a small area. 

Test this approach in your sketchbook before adding blocks of colour to your drawings.
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By the end of Topic 1: Expressive Line you will have 17 drawings or more, a sketchbook with a 

range of tests, and a series of notes made about your observations on the exercises. Take time 

now to summarise these thoughts in your learning log in the form of a brief review of Topic 1, 

using photos of your drawings to illustrate the discussion. Consider what you’ve learnt from 

the three approaches explored, discussing the quality of lines produced and how they alter the 

representation of the object. How would you describe the aesthetic of the images? You can also 

discuss how the exercises made you feel. Did the reduced control and fluidity of the process feel 

liberating or frustrating?

 

Write in succinct sentences or bullet points to keep the review brief and to the point, focusing 

on an evaluation of the approaches rather than a diary-like discussion of what you did.

Fig. 1.9 Charlotte Orr, Tropical Garden, 2015. Acrylic and ink. The Bridgeman Art Library, 

image no. AET2823138.
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Topic 2: Communicative Line

This project focuses on the communicative potential of drawn lines and marks. In Exercise 1.1 

above, you developed a range of different line qualities from one tool. These lines varied in 

density, strength and consistency, all of which creates different visual effects. Exercises in Topic 

2 build on this exploration to create lines which aim to visualise specific aesthetic qualities, such 

as the physical and material characteristics of an object, or to imply emotional and characterful 

qualities. Explore a few different tools for each word, considering how to adapt the tool to 

achieve the most appropriate visual representation of that word. A black felt pen will naturally 

create a bolder line than a pencil line, so how can you manipulate the pencil to create a ‘heavy’ 

line, or make the stark black pen create a ‘timid’ line?

Exercise 1.11: Translating physical qualities
Draw lines to visually describe each of the words in the table below in your sketchbook. You 

will later use these lines to draw your objects, so they must be straight enough to accurately 

describe the shape of a form. As a guide, the lines must not exceed a depth of 2 mm. Dots, 

dashes and other fragmented marks can be used to create lines which look continuous, so 

the lines don’t need to be solid (see Fig. 1.10).

bold soft fast slow weak heavy

ordered light fragmented rhythmic delicate cracked

Fig. 1.10  Example of lines used to visually describe words. Image: author’s own. 
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Consider the nuances between words that seem similar: how might a ‘soft’ line differ from 

a ‘weak’ or ‘delicate’ line? Could you convey a fibrousness for ‘soft’, or sense of fragility to 

communicate ‘delicate’? This task uses your creative thinking skills to work out how to 

communicate physical and material characteristics through line only. If you’re struggling to get 

started, look back at the lines created during Exercise 1.1 and describe each line using single 

words, like those listed above.

As you create the lines, make brief, visually discrete notes in pencil near the line, to keep track of 

which word you were responding to, and to record the qualities you were trying to create and 

whether you achieved it.

 

Refine and evaluate this exploration by choosing the lines you think best describe the words 

and draw them as a series of parallel lines on a new page in your sketchbook, so you can 

compare them as a series.

Exercise 1.12: Material qualities
Prepare a piece of A3 paper. Choose an object that has multiple material and/or surface 

qualities. For example, a shoe, which may have fabric, metal and rubber sections, or a 

hairbrush, which may have a handle, bristles and a cushioned section into which the bristles 

connect. Study the qualities of the object(s) and create lines in your sketchbook to visually 

describe the different materials or surface qualities (e.g. textures) within your object. Once 

you’ve decided which lines best describe the different aspects of the object, draw your 

object on your A3 piece of paper.
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Exercise 1.13: Characterful lines
This exercise follows the same format as Exercise 1.10 but explores the translation of 

emotional qualities into visual detail. Emotions are both non-visual and intangible, 

requiring a greater degree of creative thinking to analyse the visual characteristics they 

could have and manifest these as lines.

 

Explore how to visually translate the words listed below into lines in your sketchbook. As 

above, explore a few different tools for each word. Avoid a literal approach to translating 

these qualities, such as a using pictorial or illustrative images. The task is to translate these 

words into lines which differ in density, depth, consistency, and small changes in height.

furious aggressive happy sad tired placid

tentative chaotic awkward mischievous scared worried

To get started, you may find it easier to translate each word into a list of physical 

characteristics – such as hard, bold and dominant for ‘aggressive’ – and also consider 

practical aspects, such as the pressure you might want to exert on the page. Make brief 

notes about this in your sketchbook as you draw the lines and test your tools.

As before, refine and evaluate this exploration by choosing the lines you think best describe 

the words and draw them as a series of parallel lines on a new page in your sketchbook, so 

you can compare them side-by-side (see Fig. 1.11).

Fig. 1.11  Sketchbook page with parallel Image: author’s 

own.
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Exercise 1.14: Characterful objects
Prepare a piece of A2 paper and choose one of your objects. Draw your chosen object 

four times on the paper, each with a different ‘emotional’ line. Can you impose a sense 

of emotional character on your objects? For example, how is the object altered by the 

application of an angry line compared to a placid one? 

Exercise 1.15: Creating the code
The last exercise asked you to create and apply lines which didn’t have a visual relationship 

to your objects. The aesthetic of the lines essentially imposed a certain character or mood 

on to the object. This exercise extends that approach by asking you to create playful mixed-

media lines with which to depict your object.

 

Gather a range of non-traditional media to draw with (such as Tippex, tape, small stickers, 

nail polish), in addition to the traditional media used so far. In your sketchbook, explore 

ways of creating mixed-media striped and/or spotted lines that are no more than 4 mm 

wide. Again, these lines must be continuous, repeatable and straight enough to accurately 

depict the contours of an object. The lines could be formed by a continuous line with a 

stripe or spot decoration, or created through repeating stripes and spots (see Fig. 1.12).

Once you’ve explored a range of mixed media, choose two to four of your favourite media 

to create a series of lines that have a range of visual qualities. Restricting the media has 

two benefits: by constraining the ingredients, the resulting lines will be visually coherent 

as a set, but it also places the onus on you to ensure they are sufficiently diverse, honing 

your creative thinking. To help you create lines with varied aesthetics, you could choose to 

respond to words, such as bold, delicate or soft, which might guide you to compose the 

stripes and spots in different arrangements.

Fig. 1.12  Mixed-media lines. Image: author’s own. 
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During Topic 2: Communicative Line you will have made three drawings and pages of 

exploration in your sketchbook. In your learning log, use the notes you’ve made throughout 

this project to write a brief review of what you’ve learnt, how you’ve felt about the process, and 

evaluations of the resulting drawings. Use photographs of your work to illustrate the discussion.

Exercise 1.16: Coded lines
Prepare a piece of A3 paper and use the same object that you chose for Exercise 1.12. Within 

this object you have already identified a number of material or surface qualities, each of 

which you depicted with a different quality of line. Draw your object again, choosing one of 

your mixed-media lines for each of the material/surface qualities within the object. You are 

effectively creating a coded drawing, by using a range of lines to depict different aspects of 

your object. Just as a road map uses different types of lines to differentiate motorways from 

A-roads and bridleways from footpaths, you will create your own code to match your mixed-

media lines to different qualities within the object. Then draw the object again on another 

piece of A3, this time using only one line to depict the object.
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Topic 3: Personal Exploration

You have made lots of notes throughout the first two projects, which you will have summarised 

in the two reflective commentaries following Topics 1 and 2. These commentaries are a more 

immediate reflection on the process and the drawings you’ve created. Take some time now 

to evaluate the body of work as a whole, considering how your feelings towards the drawing 

approaches and the drawings themselves have changed during the course so far. Whereas 

the early reflections were more in-the-moment, intuitive responses, this is a more thoughtful, 

objective evaluation to build on those earlier observations.

 

Lay out all the drawings you have created so far, so you can review the body of work as a whole. 

Stand back from your drawings, thinking about the overall aesthetic created by the technique. 

Photograph the drawings as a whole to be included in your learning log. When writing 

your reflection, consider terms such as accurate, expressive, loose, tight, naive, characterful, 

representational and nonrepresentational. You’ve been introduced to some more fluid ways 

of working, developing expressive, less representational drawings, and other exercises which 

were more controlled and required the translation of non-visual and non-tangible qualities 

into linear forms. Some approaches asked you to extract information from the objects to guide 

how you draw, and others asked you to impose contrasting characters through how you drew 

the objects. Discuss the value and impact of the range of approaches you’ve explored. Add 

photographs of individual drawings to illustrate the discussion.
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Exercise 1.17: Refined series of drawings
Based on this review, choose the approaches you enjoyed most or you consider to be most 

effective to use in a final series of drawings. These drawings can be A4, A3, A2 or larger, 

featuring any of the objects used so far, or you may source new objects. Aim to create five 

to eight refined drawings (increasing the quantity if you choose smaller paper sizes or 

quicker methods). You may wish to use one drawing approach in each drawing or combine 

a few in each. This exercise gives you the freedom to experiment with, and personalise, the 

techniques explored.

 

By ‘refined’, we mean that these drawings should evidence what you’ve learnt through Part 

One and be well crafted and thoughtfully composed, but this doesn’t mean the drawings 

need to be perfect. We still want you to be experimental and challenge yourself. The terms 

‘final’ and ‘refined’ can accidently encourage the  fear of a drawing needing to be ‘right’ or 

‘accurate’, but this refined series should be as free, exploratory and playful as the drawings 

developed in the first two topics.

 

Be thoughtful about the composition of each drawing, considering the placement of the 

objects and how much visual information you want to include. You could draw the full 

objects within the centre of the page or have them emerging from one side with an area of 

negative space (empty paper) on the other. You can also zoom in to capture only parts of 

the objects or to select the most interesting visual information.

 

You may wish to communicate the spatial qualities of the objects by altering the size of the 

lines. A sense of perspective and depth can be achieved by making the lines closer to the 

viewer larger or denser, with the lines reducing in density or width as the object recedes 

towards the background. Communicating the three-dimensional properties of objects and 

spaces will be explored further in Part Three.
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Feedback Point 1

Now prepare your work to be submitted to your tutor for feedback by labelling pages with your 

name and student number, and gathering them together in an ordered way. 

Send your tutor the link to your learning log if it is in a blog format, or send your physical 

learning log if you have written in a book.

Reworking Part One 
Once you have received your feedback, you may wish to rework some of this part of the course. 

This is especially useful if you wish to include the work as part of a portfolio to be used at 

interview.


